
Back to Manual Labour: Self-sufficiency revived

The  1960s  Marshal  McLuhan's  idea  of  a  global  village  is  most  interesting  not  only
because it foresaw how humans around the globe would become interconnected with
the new electric medium; it is most interesting from a globalist perspective in a sense it
literally scaled down the world into a village assigning to the various nations the various
tasks that are required to function.

The  great  solution adopted by  the capitalist  west  is  to  have moved the work  force
completely to the east, on the opposite side of the village. In this respect the centuries
old  clash  between  the  patriotic  bourgeois  and  the  working  class  demanding  for  an
international type of equality has been abolished.

The  result  is  most  dreadful.  Millions  of  Asians  and  more  generally  speaking  non
Westerners are enslaved and set to work for the Western middle class and more directly
for the Eastern oligarchs trying to maintain the new order of the global village.

Most  absurdly  the  Western  world  set  forward  with  their  advance  human  and
environmental right policies. Their garden are most green, their rivers most clear and
yet  somehow  the  weather  is  changing,  there  are  natural  catastrophes  ahead.  The
shortsighted solution is of course that of becoming ever more sterile, ever more greener
with greener technologies and a whole new industry, an industry to be built in the east
at the expense of other natural environments and other new oppressed and enslaved
working class.

Irony also wants that the West gets most winded up trying to recognize their mischief of
the past, assigning new power roles to the distant offspring of the enslaved people of a
colonial past while indeed the situation, the most dreadful situation still remains.

One cannot  but  scorn a  western new culture  all  based on the construction of  new
hegemonic roles based on merely bodily appearances such as gender and race while
literally  turning a  blind eye on  more than half  of  the world  population  enslaved to
maintain and sustain the Eastern middle class.

There ought not to be such discussions or such going astray of a overpowering middle
class who has lost any connection with reality and is in some sort of a new cult unaware
of the reality of the global village, of manual workers whom with miserable wages have
to  keep  on  producing  their  commodities  in  whatever  direction  the  Western
frivolousness dictates.

Solidarity, the solidarity that was meant to break all the dangerous patriotism of the



middle class which lead in fact to devastating wars, the global solidarity of working men
and women across nations can no longer be felt, it can no longer be established in the
seclusion that the politics of the global village has set forward.

The real ghetto of this global village is certainly not made of Jews nor of Africans to that
extent but most of all  it is made of Chinese and Indian and Bengali  and Vietnamese
workers.  There  is  literally  a  ghetto  and  it  is  a  most  secluded  one  in  which  the
representatives of the Western middle class come to deal directly with Eastern oligarchs
who enforce this profitable configuration and keep their people enslaved and oppressed
and forced to work long and unpaid hours in the factory settings.

Coming  back  to  McLuhan,  the  very  electric  extension  of  our  human  body,  the
smartphone  with  all  its  accessories  is  produced  by  enslaved  and  oppressed  Asian
workers. The Westerners are more and more like bored princesses in their aristocratic
settings  creating  a  whole  new  cult  of  vane  personalities  via  these  electric  mirror,
completely obsessing them in the way they are represented and yet behind these ever
more  beautiful  and  pimped  mirrors  is  the  sweat  of  most  dirty  and  miserable  and
imprisoned  factory  workers  who  have  no  time  for  such  abstractions  whose
craftsmanship is reduced to an endless repetition and whose way out is suicide.

Well yes, one solution seems to be to fully automate these productions lines and fully
dedicate ourselves to the deligthedness of smartphoning, to the effortlessness that such
an electric  connected  life  precludes  and  here  again  McLuhan warns  us  with  an  old
Chinese saying that only with effort and only avoiding automation we can keep simple
and emphatic towards our humanness. Also geopolitically speaking there will never be
such a scenario or a global village in which in one way or another certain people will not
attempt to be served by others, even indirectly as it it presently occurring.

My question is then how can we return to a global  type of  solidarity to break such
segregation,  to focus ourselves on the real  present issue? I  believe this can only be
accomplished returning to a life of effort, of labour of work which a revival of the self-
sufficiency movement can re-establish. Paradoxically only breaking our dependence to
the  Eastern  and  industrial  made  commodities  and  trying  to  work  without  so  much
automation we can establish a link to our oppressed brother of the east and impoverish
their lords and oligarchs.

Only then we can contrast the dangerous rise of patriotism and neo-fascism which is so
much associatable to our middle-classness lead up with its ideals becoming most drastic
and categorical. The danger of any ideology in fact can be found in the mediocrity of the
bourgeoisie, in his or her bored approach to life in its disconnection to a physical reality



which lead to a sort of dangerous extravaganza and exclusive types of hierarchies.

Only going back to an effortful life, no matter how scornful this may seem, is the way to
break these dangerous grouping, these fasciums from which the world fascism derives
and from which wars will  sooner or later occur. I therefore stress the importance of
becoming less intellectuals  and more manually capable individuals,  or  either way to
base our intellectualism on our handicraft which can lead to our independence, our self-
sustainability but also in turns on the emancipation of our enslaved brothers.

As I discussed in several other essays, we can obtain peace reverting the fight that will
soon  or  later  occur  between  the  west  and  the  east.  As  a  rhetoric  war  is  already
occurring with a west imposing certain parameters and the east denying them, only in
our humble manual labour we can recover a sort of balance and ultimately only utilizing
our new electronic extension to enhance our manuality we can demonstrate a way to
be wise  and reasonable  over  debates  that  such type of  electronic  extension usually
foments.     


